I see shiny things in the Lisbon skies! - YouTube Something Shiny, Something Round Children's Book & Learning. Continue the journey as Sam and his friends turn an ordinary object into SOMETHING SHINY, SOMETHING ROUND: GOULIS JULIE. Something Shiny - Buy Something Shiny at Best Price in the Philippines - Shop for best Something Shiny online at lazada.com.ph. Wide Variety of Kris Ruiglog. Great Prices, Even Better Service. Something Shiny, Something Round Children's Book - Books. Jewelry with meaning. See more about Wax Seals, Necklaces and Round Nails. 2005, English, Book, Illustrated edition: Something shiny, something round / written by Julie Goulis and illustrated by John Ferguson. Goulis, Julie. Get this Amy Brooks on Twitter: There's something round and shiny in the sky! And it's not an UFO. Or a meteor. It's a new book by Julie Goulis. Sam and his friends are desperately trying to enjoy the last days of winter. Sledding down their favorite hill, they stumble upon a shiny hubcap hidden in the snow. They start a quest to find something shiny and something round. How can they do it? With a little imagination, of course. And some help from the children. The book is full of activities and games that encourage creativity and problem-solving skills. It's perfect for families and educators who want to inspire their children to think outside the box. So, let's read this delightful tale together and celebrate the beauty of the world around us.